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Protecting the Poor 

Every day, unethical individuals, businesses and organizations prey upon Americans for 

the purpose of financial gain. Everyone agrees that these machinations are despicable and that 

something should be done about it but, in reality, consumers are often left to their own devices. 

Upper and middle class Americans have access to information and resources that allow them to 

avoid being victimized. However, the poor have no such safeguards against traps laid by the 

unscrupulous.  In David K. Shipler’s The Working Poor, he puts the case most succinctly when 

he says “being poor means being unprotected” (5). Given that the poor cannot protect 

themselves, someone must intervene. The US government should devote more resources to 

eradicating the predators that prey upon the poor and educating the poor to prevent their 

victimization. 

In The Working Poor, Shipler exposes several shameful money-making schemes that 

victimize the poor.  As he puts it, private industry and government combine to create an 

American society that “devises numerous techniques of separating the working poor from their 

meager cash” (21). From tax preparers to lenders, employers to outright con artists, the 

beleaguered poor are beset with thievery from every quarter. 

Unlike their more financially secure counterparts, the poor have “no cushion of money, 

no training in the ways of the wider world, and too little defense against the threats and 

temptations” of those who seek to exploit them. A government whose only contribution to this 

problem lies in the administration of welfare programs misses the point. By not intervening, the  
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government actually perpetuates poverty because it turns a blind eye to the systematic fleecing 

of our country’s poor. How can the poor ever improve their situations if they don’t have even the 

most basic protections against criminals and predators? How can they make wise decisions if 

they are never educated about the perils and pitfalls of the multitude of rip-off schemes that 

Americans are bombarded with on a daily basis? How can we expect the poor not to fall for these 

schemes when they are so desperate for any chance to improve their circumstances?  

Even those individuals and companies that purport to help consumers cannot be trusted 

not to take advantage of them in the process. In The Working Poor, we learn that sleazy tax 

preparers charge exorbitant fees for preparing federal returns and issuing “rapid refund” loans. 

As Shipler puts it “they do for a hefty fee what their clients could do for themselves for free with 

the math skills and courage to tackle a 1040, or with a computer and a bank account to speed 

filing and receipt. But most low-wage earners don’t have the math, the courage, or the computer, 

and many don’t even have the bank account” (15).  

As if the tax form preparation and filing fees weren’t enough, some companies entice 

their cash-starved customers with “rapid refund” checks, which are actually short-term loans that 

carry hefty fees. Shipler calculates that the payment on a one such rapid refund loan is 

“equivalent to an annual interest rate of 108 percent” and adds that “not one” of the working 

people he interviewed who used the rapid refund loan service “understood the terms or the 

options” (17). When Shipler asked a tax preparation chain if they explain their terms to 

customers, they claimed it depends upon the questions asked but then admitted that “many 

customers simply do not know what questions to ask” (17, 18). 

With the right tools and training –and a little confidence building – the poor could avoid 

the unnecessary expense of tax preparation. The government could offer tax preparation 

workshops in poor neighborhoods and incentives to tax specialists that volunteer their time.  
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The workshops would need to be heavily advertised to the poor as a viable alternative to 

expensive tax preparation chains in order to facilitate awareness and build trust, but this 

shouldn’t present much of a challenge. Once the poor start using self-help options, their 

confidence in them will grow.  

The practices of Payday Loan companies are even more egregious. Shipler estimates that 

they charge fees equivalent to “more than 500 percent annualized interest” (18). While there is 

no doubt that these legal loan sharks provide “a much needed service” (18), they are also create a 

vicious cycle for borrowers. Customers who are unable to pay back their loans can roll them over 

indefinitely – paying another fee for the privilege each time – and thus incur a startling amount 

of debt in a short period of time. According to Shipler, Illinois state examiners “found that 

rollovers made up 77 percent of all payday loan transactions” and “the average customer had ten 

such renewals…paying fees totaling up to twice the amount borrowed” (18, 19). 

Even when a poor person has a check in hand, they often cannot cash it at a traditional 

banking institution because many banks do not have branches in poor neighborhoods. This 

scarcity of banks “forces low-income families into…expensive check-cashing services” (20). 

Some banks even “set high minimums and charge prohibitive fees” in order to discourage poor 

“depositors who keep low balances” (20). Such shameful practices should be discouraged, if not 

outright illegal. 

To combat these issues, the government should entice banks to open branches that are 

more accessible to the poor and offer them incentives to accept lower minimum balances. 

Regulating fees would help ensure that the poor are not subject to undue discrimination based on 

their economic status. In fact, more regulation in banking would benefit all of working America. 

The poor are treated no better in the workplace. In addition to paying employees an 

unlivable wage, some employers resort to outright fraud when dealing with the disadvantaged.  
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Shipler revealed scams involving employers who paid immigrants flat monthly wages for 72-

hour work weeks, over-reported their tips to the IRS or reneged on promises made to 

unsuspecting subcontractors after collecting hefty contracting fees.  

Even deals that sound too-good-to-be-true can be tempting when you’re poor. Con artists 

sell lists of foundations for up to $50 apiece, claiming that the foundations will give the needy 

“grants” if only they write heart-rending letters…Companies advertise affordable-sounding cell 

phone offers that come with high monthly fees and long-term contracts. Car dealers sell cars with 

unfavorable finance terms to the desperate. A poor person may fall for such schemes because 

they don’t know any better or feel trapped and are unaware of any other viable options. Either 

way, educating the poor on their options and how to avoid fraud would prevent nefarious 

companies from taking advantage of so many disadvantaged Americans.  

However, the biggest pitfall of all for the poor is debt itself. According to Shipler, “high 

interest may be the most ubiquitous trap for low-wage workers” (22). A change of circumstances 

or a crisis can quickly use up any available credit or cause borrowers to miss payments, which 

results in even higher interest rates and increased debt.  Rising balances have “become a chronic 

problem across the country as lenders search credit records for minor delinquencies to label them 

“subprime” (23), Shipler explains. “If you’re in that category you get charged higher fees and 

interest, but you may not know it, because few states require lenders to reveal the score that 

determines a consumer’s credit rating, even when the borrower sees his credit report” (23). 

Unfortunately, banking institutions perpetuate a cycle of debt for the poor by giving 

credit to those who can ill afford to pay it back. According to Shipler, Consumer Reports 

magazine reported in the 1990s that lenders “relaxed the old standards of sound lending by luring 

consumers into debt waters well above their head, but they didn’t relax the old strict standards of  
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loan repayment” (24). In other words, banks helped create the subprime class they punish with 

substantially higher fees and interest rates.   

Again, the government must intervene if we ever hope to help the poor improve their 

economic standing. Banks that engage in unethical practices should be punished and banking 

fees should be regulated more stringently. The unbridled greed of the banking industry is 

bankrupting our society and the vulnerable poor suffer the most of all. 

Clearly, Americans – and the poor in particular – need to be educated about financial 

matters. Such an education would help them identify questionable lending practices and analyze 

fees and interest rates to avoid unfavorable terms.  It would also ensure they know their rights 

and responsibilities, what questions to ask and how to report abuses. Through education, the poor 

can learn how to advocate for their own fiscal health. As an added benefit, those Americans that 

improve their economic status may be able to avoid having to use welfare programs or at least 

significantly reduce their dependence on them. As a result, all of America would benefit from a 

robust, pro-active educational program for the poor.  

Increased consumer protection enforcement and harsher penalties for legal, but unethical, 

practices as well as criminal conduct are sorely needed. When greedy individuals and companies 

are put on notice that we won’t stand for their shenanigans, the poor will see some relief.  

We need to stop thinking of the poor as something outside of society. They’re an integral 

part of the population and little is being done to successfully aid them in improving their status 

over the long-term. Short-term “solutions” abound, but they’re not the real answer.  Until we are 

prepared to “invest” in the poor long-term, through education and targeted enforcement, we will 

continue to see their numbers grow.  
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